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GC ESC Actions and Status 1/2
Action Answer Status

As per the ToRs of the GC ESC, expert group(s) to address the technical 
topics identified can be created with the organizational support of ENTSO-
E. ENTSO-E will provide updates on the creation of the EGs at the next 
meeting in June

To be presented under item 4 
of the GC ESC agenda

closed

Question on max. voltage in 400kV networks: ENTSO-E should send a 
request to start the process for the standard regarding max voltage in 
400kV networks to be amended on behalf of the ESC. ENTSO-E should 
inform the ESC when the request is submitted

IEC contact has been 
contacted and issue was 
explained. Formal submission 
through the relevant ENTSO-E 
WG

ongoing 

ENTSO-E should collect feedback from the TSOs on the question whether 
TSOs would accept the same type of equipment they use in operating 
their systems to be owned by generators in order to see what the 
understanding is

To be presented under item 5 
of the GC ESC agenda

closed

ENTSO-E should consider the questions raised by VGB, refine the list 
based on the type of issues, and propose either a process for finding a 
solution or a response, pending upon availability of expertise to answer 
the relevant questions.

To be presented under item 3 
of the GC ESC agenda

closed
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GC ESC Actions and Status 1/2
Action Answer Status

The question regarding the interpretation of RfG Article 6.4 and how it 
applies to cogeneration will be logged in the issue logger. Everyone is 
invited to contribute an answer on how to read and understand it

Answer is included in the 
material that answers to VGB 
questions (under item 3)

closed

ACER will inform NRAs of the examples provided regarding substantial 
modifications

To be presented under item 6 
of the GC ESC agenda

closed (?)

Stakeholders should inform the EC if they notice some divergencies 
between the English version of the NCs and the translated version into 
national languages. The EC fill follow-up on any such notifications 
received

Feedback from EC or 
stakeholders ?

ongoing (?)

So as to raise the awareness, the ESC members should inform the MSs 
and NRAs of the uncertainties of application for the mass products PGMs 
after 17 May 2018 and of possible solutions. The ESC is to follow the 
unfolding of this issue

Feedback from 
Stakeholders/EC?

ongoing (?)
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Other Actions
Action Answer 

Regarding the question on measurement precision of the frequency and the definition 
of insensitivity in SOGL and RfG, ENTSO-E will provide additional clarifications on the 
outstanding issues upon further consultation with the system operation experts

To be presented under item 3 of the 
joint GC ESC and SO ESC agenda 
(12 June)

Regarding the question on whether SO GL provisions can be imposed on batteries, 
ENTSO-E will provide an answer after further coordination with system operation 
experts

Topic likely to be addressed within 
an EG – no further considerations for 
now

ESCs will be updated regarding any updates of the consultation overview To be presented under item 5 of the 
joint GC ESC and SO ESC agenda


